This paper proposes a scheme to optimize the number of different colored light sources under the acceptable packet loss rate. It reduces the number of different colored light sources up to 50%.
Introduction
In optical packet switched networks, wavelength conversion [1] is widely used to avoid contention since two or more packets using the same wavelength try to enter the same output fiber at the same time slot. A signal with one wavelength is converted to another wavelength. The wavelength of the packet that loses the contention at the output is converted into an available wavelength and switched to the same output fiber.
A parametric wavelength converter (PWC) [2] is an alternative approach for wavelength conversion because multiple wavelengths, multi-channels, can be converted simultaneously. To define both the original wavelength, λ w , and the new wavelength, λ w' , continuous pump wavelength, λ p , is set as λ p = (λ w + λ w' )/2. Therefore, the selection of λ p defines the conversion pairs of λ w and λ w' .
There are two pump wavelengths assignment policies, number rich (NR) and variety rich (VR) [3] . In NR, all PWCs have the same pump wavelength, generated by a laser diode (LD). In VR, the different pump wavelengths, generated by several LDs. Although NR needs only one light source for PWCs, while VR needs it as many as the number of PWCs, it has a higher packet loss rate than 
Conventional scheme
Several studies on optical packet switches (OPSs) that use PWCs were proposed in [2] , [3] . In an OPS, each input port is connected to an output port that suits the current packet. Each contending packet uses a PWC to convert from the original wavelength to a wavelength available on the requested fiber. [3] 
Performance evaluation
The ratio of the number of VR-based PWCs to the number of all PWCs that satisfies the predefined packet loss rate is investigated. The packet loss rate is defined as the rate of the number of packets that are dropped due to contention to the total number of incoming packets. The wasteful since it offers no significantly benefit with regard to the packet loss rate at high VR ratios. A parameter, R P , is introduced to evaluate the VR ratio to satisfy the following condition.
where PLR HPA is the packet loss rate of HPA and PLR VR is the packet loss rate of VR. R P indicates an acceptable ratio of PLR HPA to PLR VR . increases. VR ratio for R P = 1.5 is higher than that of R P = 2. When M = 32, VR ratio is 0.5 with R P = 2. It means that 50% fewer light sources is achieved.
Conclusion
This paper proposed hybrid pump wavelength assignment (HPA), a pump wavelength assignment scheme for an OPS to minimize the number of different colored light sources while satisfying the predefined packet loss rate. HPS divides the PWCs into two sets:
VR-based and NR-based. In the VR-based set, each PWC has a unique pump wavelength. In the NR-based set, all PWCs have the same pump wavelength.
Numerical results indicated that HPA decreases the number of different colored light sources by up to 50%, compared to VR, when the predefined packet loss rate is two times of that of VR.
